
 

 

GreasePak Test/Priming 

The instructions for testing/priming the GreasePak is operating as it should are 

as follows. You will need the front panel off of the machine which is held on 

with 2 screws and a recent box of fluid in the machine (less than a month old) to 

proceed. 

On the PCB board you will have 3 brown buttons marked clock, start & volume 

as well as 3 blue buttons marked open, close & reset.  

If you start by pushing the open button you should hear a click and fluid should 

start flowing through the tubing. This button manually overrides the solenoid 

valve, after you have confirmed there’s fluid passing through the valve and into 

the lower tubing push the close button. If nothing happened then there could be 

a battery issue in which case please contact Mechline to advise. 

If it worked and you have now pushed the close button follow these next steps 

to test that it doses on sequence.  

Push the start button (middle button of the 3 brown buttons) and hold it until a 

number comes up, once the number comes up on the display release the start 

button and make a note of the number. Now do the same thing with the clock 

button (left side brown button) but instead of releasing it until the number 

comes up hold the clock button down until the clock button is the same number 

on the display as what the start button was. Once the clock button is the same as 

what the start number was on the display, release the clock button. In the next 5-

6 seconds after releasing the clock button, you should hear the same click as 

you did when you pushed the open button earlier and fluid should start to flow 

through the valve and into the lower tubing, it will close itself after a minute or 

so. If the above test went as stated then your GreasePak is working correctly, if 

not please contact Mechline for further assistance. 

Once you have completed the test you need to change the clock button display 

to the closest hour of the day, for example if its 1:15PM then change the clock 

to 13, if its 1:45PM change it to 14 etc. 



 

GreasePak Reset 

Just like other electronic devices, sometimes the GreasePak may experience 

some out of the ordinary behaviour that only a reboot can fix. The Instructions 

for resetting the GreasePak unit are as follows. 

You will need the front panel off of the machine which is held on with 2 screws 

and a recent box of fluid in the machine (less than a month old) to proceed. 

On the PCB board you will have 3 brown buttons marked clock, start & volume 

as well as 3 blue buttons marked open, close & reset. Please ensure there is a 

new pack in the machine or that the pack currently in there is recent. 

Firstly push the small blue button marked as reset, there is usually a red light 

that will illuminate just above the PCB board to indicate the reset button has 

been pushed, if not then continue with the rest of the reset regardless. Next you 

need to push the start button (middle button of the 3 brown buttons) and hold it 

until a number comes up, once the number comes up on the display release the 

start button and make a note of the number. Now do the same thing with the 

clock button (left side brown button) but instead of releasing it until the number 

comes up, hold the clock button down until the clock button is the same number 

on the display as what the start button was. Once the clock button is the same as 

what the start number was on the display, release the clock button, in the next 5-

6 seconds after releasing the clock you should hear the same click and fluid 

should start to flow through the valve, it will close itself after a minute or so.  

Once you have completed the test you need to change the clock button display 

to the closest hour of the day, for example if its 1:15PM the change the clock to 

13, if its 1:45PM change it to 14. 

If the above was unsucessful please contact Mechline for further assistance. 

 

Tubing Blockage 

The Tubing as well as the small blue elbow fitting that fits to the waste pipe and 

the black screw connector which screws on to the disposable packs can 

potentially block over time. This is the likely cause for the machine notifying 

the user it is empty by beeping and there still being fluid in the box.  

A blockage can be easily cleared simply by disconnecting the tubing from the 

fittings, including the blue elbow waste fitting and black connector, which are 

all push/pull connections, and running it through with warm water until cleared. 



After pushing all of the tubing back together, push the open button (small blue 

button) on the PCB board to manually open the solenoid valve and check that 

fluid passes all the way through to the waste pipe; ensure you push the close 

button (small blue button below open) once confirmed. 

 

Beeping for no apparent reason 

The Greasepak unit will only ever beep to notify the user that the pack needs 

changing, The way the machine does this is by radio frequency identification. 

On the bottom of every disposable pack is a small rectangular white sticker 

which is a radio frequency identification label (RFID label). If your machine is 

beeping just after you’ve changed the pack to a new one, or is beeping before 

the pack has been in the machine for 3-4 weeks (varies by volume setting) then 

there is a chance that the RFID label is damaged or faulty.  

The best way to test this is by trying a new pack in the machine to see if it still 

beeps with the new one, if the beeping stops then the RFID label is likely faulty 

in which case please contact mechline to advise. If it continues despite the 

change of pack then please contact Mechline for further assistance. 

 

The new fluid box has emptied overnight 

This could be down to two potential reasons. The first one being that the battery 

has expired leaving the valve in the open position. The battery pack inside the 

machine has a sticker on it which has the date of manufacturer, the GreasePak 

battery pack should last roughly 18-24months. If your battery pack is older than 

that then you would just need to replace the battery. The part number for the 

battery pack is GP-BP and is available from whichever supplier you order your 

fluid refills from. You can also confirm whether or not the battery has expired 

by doing a manual override of the solenoid valve using the PCB board. After 

removing the front panel from the machine to gain access to the PCB board, you 

should be able to see 2 small blue buttons on the PCB marked open and close. If 

you start by pushing open then close then open etc, you should be able to hear 

the valve clicking open and close if there is power still in the battery. If you are 

pushing open then close then open etc and you can’t hear the valve clicking then 

it will definitely be a battery issue as the valve is only powered by the battery. 

If you have confirmed that there is power in the battery, then the second 

potential reason could be that for whatever reason the valve is just in the open 

position. The best way to test this is to go back to the manual override test 



written above. Once you have the panel off, push the close button on the PCB. 

If you now put a new fluid box in the machine and check to see if the fluid 

drains all the way through down to the waste pipe, or whether it stops at the 

solenoid valve like it’s supposed too. The valve in the machine should be closed 

all the time except for the minute or so a day when the unit doses and therefore 

if left in the open position will drain all of the fluid. If you have done this 

correctly and the fluid is still draining all the way through to the waste pipe then 

please contact Mechline for further assistance. 

 


